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The program is developed by
Weighbridge Software in
accordance with users'
demands. This revolutionary
technical solution can help
you to optimize your shipping
process. Weighbridge
Software allows you to
quickly determine the weight
of vehicles and/or shipment
goods placed on various
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weighing stations and
subsequently edit the data
from the database. The
intelligent weighing software
comes with the following
features: 1. The product can
be weighed with its full load
or empty, 2. The product can
be weighed using any car
shipment, 3. The data can be
saved and exported, 4. The
software can function with
multiple COM ports and file
readers, 5. The Weighbridge
Software can be used with
any products, 6. You can
save the data on various
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servers, 7. The system
supports multiple windows so
you can simultaneously view
and edit various items, 8. You
can also compare the current
and previous readings, 9. It is
equipped with the
Weightmaster function, 10.
The program can determine
the net weight, 11. The
program is equipped with a
report generator, 12. The
system can store customer
and supplier data, 13. The
software has default settings
that can be customized, 14.
You can establish truck
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weighing stations, 15. You
can save all data directly to
Excel and other databases,
16. The Weighbridge
Software has built-in
password protection, 17. The
program can store multiple
users' logins, 18. The system
is equipped with the
possibility to search other
shipment records, 19. You
can access the program
using a computer or a mobile
device, 20. You can access
the system from any Internet
browser, 21. There is an
administration user for
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creating users and
passwords. The standard
edition of the software has
built-in user administration
capabilities, in order to add
and delete users, set
passwords, and restrict
access to certain parts of the
program. COM-port based
weighing application: The
program allows you to weigh
any object placed on the
weighing truck or passenger
car indicator. You can import
the data from any type of
database for Microsoft
Access, SQL Server 2005
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Express or Oracle. Data can
be saved to the database,
exported to Excel, or by
error, saved to the clipboard.
Weighbridge Software can
register the gross weight on
any object placed on the
weighing truck indicator. A
truck indicator can weigh
various objects and weighs
the received material
accordingly. For example, a
heavy truck can weigh a
40-ton load of freight,
Weighbridge Software
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Weighbridge Software is a
reliable weighing application
suitable for the business
environment, ready to help
resource administrators in
accurately determining the
weight of input materials and
outgoing final products. COMport based weighing
application The application
supports multiple COM port
entries, establishing
connections and
communicating with any
weighbridge indicator. The
captured data can be stored
in various database types,
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such as Access, SQL Server
2005 Express or Oracle.
Weighbridge Software can
record the gross weight on
any object placed on the
indicator. In order to
determine the net weight, it
takes into consideration the
tare weight of the vehicle or
box that carries the load.
Manage customers and
suppliers The application can
keep track of all the
customers and suppliers,
storing their contact details
(address, phone numbers,
website). Moreover, it can
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record information
concerning vehicles, the
corresponding tare weights
and the names of the drivers,
as well as product prices,
type, measurement units and
quantities, making it easier
for you to select the desired
information when completing
a form. Its main window
comprises accessible options,
enabling you to specify the
name of the customer and
the vehicle, the name of the
item, the payment mode and
other similar details. For each
weighing operation, a new
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ticket is created. Generate
reports The integrated report
generator can help you
create various analysis
reports regarding the input
items, customers and
suppliers, users, vehicles,
which can be easily
forwarded to managers and
authorities. Furthermore,
data can be easily exported
to Excel. Password protection
guarantees data security and
the impossibility to alter the
defined configuration
settings without
authorization. The application
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supports multiple users and
enables the administrator to
customize the login
passwords for each.
Weighbridge Software
Description: Weighbridge
Software is a reliable
weighing application suitable
for the business
environment, ready to help
resource administrators in
accurately determining the
weight of input materials and
outgoing final products. COMport based weighing
application The application
supports multiple COM port
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entries, establishing
connections and
communicating with any
weighbridge indicator. The
captured data can be stored
in various database types,
such as Access, SQL Server
2005 Express or Oracle.
Weighbridge Software can
record the gross weight on
any object placed on the
indicator. In order to
determine the net weight, it
takes into consideration the
tare weight of the vehicle or
box that carries the load.
Manage customers and
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suppliers The application can
keep track of all the
customers and suppliers
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Weighbridge Software Product Key

You are running the weighing
application that helps you to
manage customers and
suppliers, as well as to create
numerous reports regarding
their sales. Its main window
contains the following
options: - Customers and
suppliers: here you can
maintain a record of all the
customers and suppliers,
their contact details, as well
as their vehicles, the
corresponding tare weights
and the drivers’ names. 14 / 26

Item: here you can enter the
name of the product and its
quantity. In case of the
number of products is large,
the items can be displayed in
different columns. Operation: you can record
the transaction date, the
number of items, total
weight, transaction details,
the type of payment (cash or
credit card), and additional
comments. - Group: here you
can select the group to which
the information of the
transaction will be sent. You
can select the type of group
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— reweighing, with or
without the driver, either a
card/cash operation (with
optional data entry for the
amount and date), or
sale/return. - Analysis: you
can generate reports in PDF
format. The application
contains a built-in report
generator that helps you to
create various analysis
reports regarding the input
items, customers and
suppliers, users, vehicles,
which can be easily
forwarded to managers and
authorities. - Specify
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recipient: the application will
make sure that you can
specify the name and
address of the recipient in
case of the export to Excel.
Each new ticket is
automatically and uniquely
generated. Therefore, you do
not need to search in the
database for any similar
data. Weighbridge Software
has been built in order to
help you process your daily
business tasks with ease and
convenience. The following
demo program was created
for the purpose of
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demonstrating some of the
features and functionality of
Weight Station. It is not a
complete commercial
program. The demo program
implements a user interface
with a list box (LST_USR), a
push button and a text field
(TC_USER_DESC). If the user
clicks the push button then
the program does the
following: 1.The list box is
cleared by the program.
2.The program displays the
description of the user in the
text field (TC_USER_DESC).
3.The list box is cleared and
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a description of the program
is displayed in the list box
(LST_DESC). 4.The program
closes. Description: Stored
procedures are programs
that return recordsets. The
intention of stored
procedures is to avoid writing
What's New In Weighbridge Software?

The online market is filled
with a huge number of goods
and services, which makes
the task of clients and buyers
much easier. One of the most
important things in a
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company or a firm is the
existence of a good system.
It is common to see a large
number of websites that fail
to serve their purpose, due to
many reasons. But,
businesses that have a
website that is simple to use
and can register, order and
buy their goods efficiently,
can attract a huge clientele.
If you want to manage an
online business, there are
some tools that can benefit
you a lot. If you are looking
for the Web site tools, you
should make use of the
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internet. Do not depend on
any part of the internet, you
should make use of the tools
that are offered by it.
Weighbridge Software is one
of the tools that are available
for managing the online
business. The main aim of
the application is to help the
business people in managing
and monitoring their
business. If you want to
manage your online
business, there are many
apps available in the market,
you can use any of them.
Most of the apps are free and
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offer limited services, so, you
will have to purchase an app
that can help you and your
business grow. Important
Features of Weighbridge
Software: Business managers
use this application for
handling the website as it is
known for the features that it
has. A person who is looking
for an online application is
most likely to buy the
application from this website.
The business people who use
this application can benefit
from the features it has.
These features will enable
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you to manage your online
business with great ease. The
features that we are going to
mention are the cost of the
application, customer
support, permissions and
other characteristics. Cost of
the application: Weighbridge
Software is available for free
of cost. You will not have to
purchase the application, the
web host will allow you to
download and install the
application without any cost.
Any one who has access to
internet can get the
application. Customer
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Support: The customer
support for this app is very
good. You can always get
their support online. They
can help you from 7:00 PM to
12:00 AM, every day. They
can help you in English.
Permissions: The application
does not contain any kind of
malware or virus. It can be
downloaded to any device,
whether it is tablet or smart
phone. It is not possible to
gather all of this data without
the need for an unique online
business application. Given
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System Requirements For Weighbridge Software:

Windows 7, 8, 10 (64-bit) OS
X 10.8 (64-bit) SteamOS
(64-bit) 1 GB RAM DX11
compatible video card
(recommended) Client side
physics is supported on all
supported platforms. Server
side physics is supported on
PC only. Gravity is supported
on PC and client side physics.
The recommended minimum
configuration is a single PC
(with a minimum of 1 GB of
RAM) with an AMD or nVidia
video card that is
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